Holland Public Schools
2017-18 Emergency Preparedness Drill Form

Name of School  Maplewood ECC

Date of Report  10/02/17  Time of Day  @ 10:00 am

Drill Completed

Fire Drill #1  10/02/17 @ 10:00 am

Fire Drill #2

Fire Drill #3

Fire Drill #4

Fire Drill #5

Tornado Drill #1

Tornado Drill #2

Lock Down Drill #1  Was this recess or passing time drill

Lock Down Drill #2  Was this recess or passing time drill

Lock Down Drill #3  Was this recess or passing time drill

AED Drill #1

AED Drill #2

Person conducting the drill if other than Principal

Print  Jennifer L. Van Dyke

Signature

Verification

Principal/Designee Signature
Holland Public Schools
2017-18 Emergency Preparedness Drill Form

Name of School  Maplewood ECC

Date of Report  10/02/17  Time of Day  @ 2:45pm

Drill Completed

Fire Drill #1—PM drill 10/02/17 @ 2:45 pm

Fire Drill #2

Fire Drill #3

Fire Drill #4

Fire Drill #5

Tornado Drill #1

Tornado Drill #2

Lock Down Drill #1 Was this recess or passing time drill

Lock Down Drill #2 Was this recess or passing time drill

Lock Down Drill #3 Was this recess or passing time drill

AED Drill #1

AED Drill #2

Person conducting the drill if other than Principal

Print  Jennifer L. Van Dyke

Signature

Verification Principal/Designee Signature